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ARTURO MARQUEZ 
Danz6n No. 2 (1994) 
Born December 20, 1950, in Alamos, Mexico 
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awareness of all those who have tread 
those garden pathways afore, and a 
final exaltation of beauty and call to 
gratitude. 

1111! 
Marquez was inspired to write Danz6n 
No. 2 during a trip to Malinalco, Mex

ico, with the painter Andres Fonseca and 
the dancer Irene Martinez, both salon 
dance experts. Wrote Marquez: 

and a jubilant escape towards their own 
emotional world. The Danz6n No. 2 is a 
tribute to the environment that nourishes 
the genre. It endeavors to get as close as 
possible to the dance, to its nostalgic 
melodies, to its wild rhythms, and 
although it violates its intimacy, its form 
and its harmonic language. It is a very 
personal way of paying my respects and 
expressing my emotions towards truly 
popular music." 

her. The choir responds to the soprano 
and describes in fine detail the scenery 
- the magic and mystery upon first
entering the Garden, the shimmering
Pool of water that offers truth in its
reflections, the Rose that causes one to
halt and be still, the Moon that creates

GEORGE FREDERIC HANDEL 
Messiah 

Program note by Kevin T. Padworski 
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"I started to understand that the appar
ent lightness of the danz6n is only like a 
visiting card for a type of music full of 
sensuality and qualitative seriousness, a 
genre which old Mexican people con
tinue to dance with a touch of nostalgia 

KEVIN T. PADWORSKI 
Reflections on a Mexican Garden (World Premiere) 
Born June 26, 1987 at Scott Air Force Base, Illinois 

Padworski's inspiration for Reflections 
on a Mexican Garden was a 1912 
poem by Grace Hazard Conkling 
(1878-1958) entitled Symphony of a 
Mexican Garden. This poem caught the 
composer's eye because of its unique 
structure built upon none other than 
Beethoven's 7th Symphony. Divided 
into four original segments - J. The 
Garden, II. The Pool, III. The Birds, 
and IV. To the Moon - each section 
was assigned subtitles that matched the 
tempi and key of the four movements 
of Beethoven's symphony, respectively: 
I. Poco sostenuto in A major, II. Alle
gretto in A minor, III. Presto in F
major, and IV. Allegro con brio in A
major. A New York City native, Con
kling began in law and as an English
teacher, serving as faculty at the Gra
ham School. Later, she traveled to
France to pursue music as a student of
the pipe organ under Charles-Marie
Widor. Upon returning to the states,
she married and moved to rural Mex
ico. This new environment inspired a
healthy output of poems reflecting on
the Mexican countryside. Clearly, Con-

kling's love and study of music met her 
passion for poetry, culminating in a sig
nificant text that equally captures the 
grandeur of Mexico. Thus, Padworski's 
own studies, particularly as an organ
ist, and tremendous adoration of the 
Mexican countryside and culture led 
him to compose a piece that honored 
each aspect of her life and passion. 

Padworski sought to weave together 
additional poems to deeper represent 
the rich history and civilization of Mex
ico. The resulting text includes indige
nous poetry in one of Mexico's first 
native languages, Nahuatl (often asso
ciated with the Aztec people), as well as 
the Spanish language beautifully 
crafted by notable 17th-century female 
poet, Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz (1651-
1695). The result is an eight-movement 
composition that depicts a journey 
through an unknown yet seemingly 
familiar setting of a utopian garden, 
narrated by the soprano soloist. Her 
songs process a depth of emotions as 
she moves from place to place in the 
garden and observes all that surrounds 
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Born February 23, 1685, in Halle, Germany 

Died April 14, 1759, in London, England 

George Frederic Handel's Messiah is 
probably the most famous oratorio 
ever written and performed. It was 
composed in England during the sum
mer of 1741, with text assembled by 
Handel's friend Charles Jennens. It pre
miered initially in Dublin, Ireland, in 
April 1742. A year later it received a 

tepid response at its premiere in Lon
don, but, over time, it became one of 
the most beloved oratorios in the reper
toire. At its initial performance, King 
George II stood up at the singing of the 
"Hallelujah" chorus, beginning a tradi
tion that audiences observe to this day. 


